P-SERIES OPTIONS

The energy efficient P-Series incorporates excellent insulating properties where the heat reflecting glass surface creates a cooler workplace
while maintaining the heating efficiency of the oven. The excellent
ergonomic design of the oven with its solid, robust and compressionspring door construction along with the stainless steel, bead-blasted
handles provides a good work environment as does the optimum height
between decks.

Dimensions

1. Black Design

P200
Width: 1120 mm
Depth: 591 mm
Depth with canopy: 686 mm
Max. 2 decks.

The oven is available in a black finish.

2. Without sturdy legs with lockable wheels and pull out shelves
Legs, two shelves and wheels are standard (exception P201, P202) The price is
deducted if not needed. Can be ordered seperately.

3. Digital control panel SD-Touch
Intelligent panel with unique user interface produced for pizza ovens. Simple operation with options for advanced or simplified operation. Incorporates weekly scheduling with the ability to program for all seven days of the week. Individual adjustments
per deck.

4. Seperated Power Supplies
Separate electrical supply per deck for separate feeding and lower
connection power.

5. Door with double glazed window per deck
Makes the oven more heat efficient and gives a better working climate in the
restaurant kitchen.

6. Disassembled decks: Disassembled
The oven is shipped unassembled. Recommended for installation in tight spaces.

P200

P400

Black Design
Without sturdy legs with loackable
wheels and pull out shelves
SD-Touch panel with baking timer and
alarm per deck
Separated Power Supplies
Door with double glazed window per deck
Disassembled decks: Disassembled
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P600

P400
Width: 1120 mm
Depth: 915 mm
Depth with canopy: 1010 mm
Max. 3 decks.
P600
Width: 1475 mm
Depth: 915 mm
Depth with canopy: 1010 mm
Max. 3 decks.
P800 / P800D
Width: 1830 mm
Depth: 915 / 1060 mm
Depth with canopy:
1010 / 1155 mm
Max. 3 decks.

P800

P800D
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